Hancock Shooting Academy is located in
Eatonton, Georgia. Our world renowned
Coach Craig Hancock has been in the
spotlight for the training of two-time gold
Olympian Vincent Hancock. We train on
the very same grounds where Hancock’s
career first began. Coach Hancock is also
known for his coaching through many
students at Lindenwood University located in St. Louis, MO. (2012-2014) Coach Hancock
has 3 National Championship rings to show for the students and their outstanding
performances. One for each year he was there to coach students to their success. Hancock
has also hosted many skeet competitions such as State Junior Olympics for 3 consecutive
years (2008-2010) under Flying “V” Sports.
We currently have 7 resident athletes that train daily on site. Specializing in International
Skeet. Our machines here are set to run on wireless and are delayed for the international
level.
In our classroom setting we are equipped with complete visual exercises, computerized
coherence training, video analysis, and reaction training tools as well. Large screens
accommodate our athletes as they train. The newest piece of equipment added here at the
Academy is the DynaVision D2 Visuo motor skills trainer. This equipment is used in
Universities such as FSU, other large Universities are using this training system as well. We
are the first and only shooting academy in the world equipped with this latest technology.
Other classroom tools available include the Dry Fire system to simulate the shooting
experience for the students inside of the classroom.
We also provide numerous NRA Level I Coaching Certification classes, as well as hosting
shooting clinics throughout the year not just at the Academy but all over the country.
Coach Hancock’s passion for coaching the sport began in 1993 as he began coaching the
local 4-H team in Georgia. Where his two oldest children learned to shoot American Trap,
American Skeet, and Sporting Clays. When Vincent the youngest child showed such
interest in the shooting sports that’s when Hancock stepped up to the challenge and
brought in International Skeet to the locals here, as the very competitive sport began and
spread to his coaching career and landed his son in the spotlight for shooting sports around
the world. In 2012 Hancock began coaching on a full time basis and his students have been
shining on podiums all over the world. It’s with great pleasure that Hancock coaches the
knowledge that he has to young students every day. Coaching them to success and helping
them achieve their “DREAMS”.
Contact information:
Craig Hancock
www.hancockshootingacademy.com
craig.hsa54@yahoo.com
Eatonton, GA 31024
Phone: 478-288-3559
Follow us on Facebook: Hancock Shooting Academy and Twitter @hancock_craig

